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1. I H T R O D U C T I O N

In the first-quantized formulation of (super)string theo-

ry the central objects are integration measures on the (su-

per)module space of Biemann surfaces, which correspond to

amplitudes of various physical processes. The simplests

among these are vacuum amplitudes, that are nothing but sta-

tistical sums of the corresponding two-dimensional sigma-mo-

dels. In case of statsums the treasures depend, first, on the

type of string (bosonie,heterotic,fermioniefsuper-atring

etc.), second, on the number of loops (this determines to-

pology of Biemann surfaces involved), and third, on the spa-

ce, where the string lives, i.e. on the choice of eompeeti-

fication. In the first-quantized theory one takes this sur-

rounding space to be external non-quantized field, produced

by infinite number of other strings, and the problem of the

probe string behaviour in this external field is considered.

This string describes, in particular, the quantum fluctuati-

ons of external field: gravitons and other particles. The

equations of motion for external field Cgeneralization of

Einstein's equations) are satisfied iff the field is stable,
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what is directly examined by the probe string. More exactly,

stability condition is the lack of tachyon and anomalies in

the string theory in external field, in particular,its con-

formal invariance.

Thua far this reasoning has not been used for "practical

purposes" - for study of any particular compactification..

Neither will it be done in this paper. Our aim is much more

modest. It concerns only the fir3t part of this program:

the study o£ integration measures for various compactificati-

ons. Moreover, we shall be interested only in the simplest

case of closed non-oriented bosonic string theory compacti-

fied on a torus or on its factor over a discrete symmetry

group, reffered to as an orbifold. In terms of теазиге on mo-

dule space the whole dependence on the compact space is en-

coded in special combinations of theta-functions. The next

question - of anomaly freedom of these measures - is hardly

of interest in the realm of bo sonic strings. All the anoma-

lies should disappear in the super case. The relevant measu-

res for superstrings consist of analytical expressions entes»

ring bosonic statsums,combined with items in the sue over

spinor structures on Riemann surfaces,describing compactifi-

ed fexmionlc string.

An orbifold is specified by parameters of the factorized

torus and those of Its discrete symmetry group. In terms of

these parameters the string configurations on the orbifold

are described. These configurations and the general structu-
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re of orbifolds ere discussed in Section 2. The next Secti-

on 3 is devoted to the general description of statsum3.Two

sectors contribute to the statsum, the first one arising from

the sum over the lattice,defining the toi-us, and the second

one - from the sum over discrete symmetry group. The first

sector is often reffered to as 3Oliton sector, while the se-

cond - as twisted one. (Strictly speafcLx^both these seotors

are twisted, i.e. correspond to modified boundary conditions.)

The measure for twisted sector is derived in Section 4.The

measure for soliton sector is conveniently expressed in Ъ

terms of general-type theta-functions; if necessary,1лезе may

be expressed through ordinary one-dimensional theta-functions.

This measure is derived in Section 5» The modular invariance

of measures in each sector is explored. The measures for com-

pactifications on even self-dual- tori - the analogues of

16-dimensioual torus of heterotic string - are discussed in

Section 6. All the expressions in this paper are valid for

genus 1. The main part of formulae (those involving theta-fun-

ctions) may be obviously generalised to higher genera. Some

assumptions about the lattices (e.g. self-duality) imply,in

particular, fixation of tori and orbifolds scales in unities

of the string parameter «6 , which we take to be 1.
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2. String on an orbifold

Singular approximation of compactified spaces by orbifolds

ijjs.manifilds with isolated singularities) appeared rather

• usefull in the first-quantized theory of strings [2,3]. Here

we recall briefly the orbifolds structure and the relevant

boundary conditions.

The way to construct an orbifold of dimension d (we ta-

ke d to be even integer) is as follows. Every such space is

made from a torus T , possessing non-trivial symmetriea. If

symmetry group G acts non-freely on the torus,i.e. if it

has some stable points, they will be singular points of the

factor-space K»T /G, which is exactly the orbifold. Only

these points contribute to curvature of K. In order to get

a real manifold one should erase singularities(4] . However,

some aspects of string theory become clear already :.n the

singular case.

Let us consider a torus T . In turn,it is realized as a

factor~space Й /Ii, L being some tranalational subgroup, gene-

rating a lattice f
d
 in Ш . All the lattice* will be conside-

red even, i.e. the square of any vector is even integer.

This may- be achieved by choosing a special size of com-

pactified. dimensions in Planck units. Thus,the torus T cor-

responds to a d-dimenaional crystall. Its full symmetry group

S (the crystall space group) ie generated by a subgroup G» g



of orthogonal group 0,, preserving a fixed point of the latti

ce (the stationary subgroup) and an abelian subgroup L«

of translation group, acting transiteveiy on the lattice Г

The space group acts in К by affine transformations:

Multiplication rule in S is obvious: 2

Thus S is a eemidirect product of stationary subgroup G and

translational subgroup L. We"ll see later that these groups

play essentially different roles in the structure of integrati-

on measure on module space.

In what follows we take original flat space to be complex

С ' , and G to be a discrete subgroup of SU{d/2), though the

last requirement is not essential. As the group G is finite

all its elements have finite order. Let us consider transforma-

fcions, generated by some element g: g,g ,... g «1. There is

a basis in С ' , where these elements are simultaneously dia-

gonal ized:

with

h J
J
'
L

The last equation is a consequence of g belonging to SU(d/2).

The numbers т„ are reffered to as exponents. They define g

completely.
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Let us consider one-loop configurations of boeonic string

on an. orbifold. The world surface of string ie conformelly

equivalent to torua T с с with parameters {i,£j, 1шЪ>0,

Complex coordinates x^(a), yu «1...d/2 of the string take

valuea in the orbifold. This means, that after we pass around

a non-contractable path on the torus, coordinates may change

by a transformation from S:

+ fc
 (3)

After going around the boundary of parallelogramm (1,2") we

get a closed contractable path. In other words, conditions (3)

should be compatible.5kis suggests, that ( g ^ , )
4
^ and (go

are not arbitrary transformations, but are subjected xo the

following conditions:

The first one of these conditions has already been discussed

in the literature [2]. It defines the general form of trans-

formations g
1
,g

2
:

with t being of the form (2). Configurations with s^O or

form the twisted sector.

• Note,that for higher loop contributions the equations (3)

turn into a set of 2p equations (p ie the number of loops),and

conditions (4) are also changed. For example,in ca^e of two

loops one should consider four transformations (&
4
 ^ЛъСЧж.Лх)

C ^,o
z
)- Eqa.U) should be replaced by
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3. The general form of statistical sum

One-loop statsum of bosonic string is defined Ъу the follo-

wing continual integral:

^л *g j* (6)

Here g_. stands for metric on the torus, and G.
v
 is the

so JK

metric of compactifisd space (3,k=1...d). (We do not include

contribution from uncompactified dimensions.) Fixation of

flat metric S
â
,= o

 b

 o n f
-

ne
 torus is well known not to ex-

hauste gauge freedom: modular transformations are still opera-

tive. After calculation of gaussian integrals the statsum (6)

turns into

Imt>O
 1 1
*

п г |

The measure \<*Z\ /ijtutl is modular invariant. Therefore the func-

tion ^СТ,Ъ) i
s
 modular invariant as well. Calculation of

is our main goal.

Eigenfunctions of Laplace operator A
3
* ^ &x °n torus T

subjected to boundary conditions (3) axe parametrized by two

pairs of integers, £m,nj€ 2Г and 1к,а]€Т (mod h ). Their

explicit form is

ju . _ . . гттМ -я — *.\F

with

60M = T



Condition (4-.) is taken into account. There are also some

zero modes, satisfying condition (4
2
):

7/* - '
H

t

Глиз non-zero modes depenc
1
 on stationary group parameters

(Ид, к and s), but do not depend on translations fa and J^ ,

Zero modes depend on both kinds of coordinates. However,on-

ly untwisted zero modes (with k=s=O) contribute to statis-

tical sum.

In order t<> calculate the functional integral one should

sum over all types of string configurations,corresponding to

all translations \i
 t
$x » and mutually commuting rotations

0 5 k , s<h-1. The function TITJZ) ,entering eq.(7) can be

written as follows:

>
 (Ю)
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Note,that integration over T eliminates the crossing terras

between zero and non-zero modes, because of periodicity of

functions x
r
_ _

я
 г-,, _,. In twisted sector zero-modes are

{m
f
nj[k,sj

constants and do not contribute. Therefore the twisted and

untwisted (soliton ) sectors may be considered separately.

One may sum separately over stationary subgroup in twisted I

sector and over translations in the soliton one. If stati-

onary group is non-abelian,additional summation over diffe-

rent pairs of mutually cpmmuting transformations should be

introduced in the twisted sector. We omit this trivial ope-

ration.

4. Contribution of twisted sector

This piece of the answer is conveniently expressed thro-

ugh the Dedekind function [5],

4/ °°

and the theta function

Q (u\t)
=
 Z. в (12)

which may be also converted into an infinite product form,

Let us substitute expression (8) for x, ^ sl^
n
*° *^

e

functional integral. Then
/ул Я/2. ^

т
 Л
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After some arithmetics (зее Appendix АУЗ/^х) can be

written as a sura of squared moduli:

Let us examine the behaviour of functions £xts (t) under

modular transformations [6j,

T:

Also,

(17) ?

1
Sq.(8) implies that the argument МрС^/Ь/?) of theta-function

in (16) transforms as follows:

The last two formulae mean,that functions b^) and 6/v
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are modular forms of weight 1/2. Applying these transforma-

tions to function jK)S ̂ ^ » w e obtain

TfK#;

This is the way the modular group acts in the basis of h -1

functions ££^5? . In order to get a modular invariant

combination of analytical functions of t alone, one cer-

tainly has to include fermionic and gauge cpgrees of freedom

in the statsura.

5» Contribution of solitonic sector-

Functional integration in this sector goes over zero mo-

N И

des Ч?г„ ., -, (9) and untwisted non-zero modes x r - , n n 1

given by eq.(8) (m,n do not vanish simultaneously).Substitu-

ting them in the functional integral (10), we come to

Let us apply Poisson transformation with respect to Уу in

the double sum

This implies the change of sum over lattice Г^ for a sum

over dual lattice Г ̂
 t
 Basis ̂

K
 I of Г Д is related to ba-

sis ?в J of IJ through biorthogonality conditions,
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* t it

ЛГ, g^Jr £#. . Let us denote through ! id/ Taj I the order of

abelian group Г etfTof • Then Poisson transformation gives ri-

se to the following identity (see Appendix B ) :

Thus we get the following expression for the measure

Л к%ъ
 (20)

ТГ being the volume of torus T , and

The function F(V
t
T) , Just as it happened in the twisted

sector, may be expressed in the form of sum of squared modu-

li of aaalyti»al functions ot V . For this purpose FCt,2:J

should be expressed through lattice theta-functions. These

are defined as follows:

( 2 2 )

Here S, £ are arbitrary d-vectors,which do not need to

belong to ГА . They are reffered to as characteristics. Two

kinds of characteristics arise in our problem. Firstly, we

need lattice vectors with half-integer coordinates.In other
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words
r
 each coordinrte belongs to ̂ + jr and is defined

modulo Ж . We shall denote the space of such characteris-

tics by «вГд . Characteristics of another type are vectors

г* г

from dual lattice ' <£ 2 • ̂ . vhese are defined modulo vec-

tors from I t>l , i.e. belong to the group *ai/Tel . Note,that

whenever £(&}S)~ *L , Q)[$](?)£О. The characteristics

of this kind are reffered to as odd. All other characteris-

tics are even. Only theta-functions with even characteristics

contribute to our formulae. <

Let us demonstrate,that function ¥(%X) may be expressed " ?

as . I

(23) \

Indeed, in terms of basises -^C } of lattice fat and \£к} of

its dual r*^ , ̂ =ij€J, £=m,-eVv%c; С**£к=Уе r*d/r*)
exponents in (21) become:

Coordinates s., and r^ are correlated - the both are even

or odd. Therefore

with Г € I a[) b€&z and V6\ */ la( ,Eq.(23) is now immediate

consequenee of the definition (22). Thus the measure becomes



a sum of squared moduli (see eq.(2O)):

There is another expression for F(Ъ, t ) in terras of

theta-constants with ^/^ argument instead of 2 2Г*

I

The proof of equivalence between (23) and (25) is based on

identity

which follows directly from the definition (22) of theta-

-constant. Besides this identity the two repr^-rrtations

of Crone symbol on lattices should tj us; ~}~> •

Co
(27)

4 jue
(28)

In order to prove equivalense of (23) and (25) .:..- should

substitute identity (26) into eq.(25):
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1 I e
1
/Гс1

'He U3ed the fact,that <iV
}
h\ is integer. The sum

%Ж d '
 i s

 non-zero, if Si+S
z
e^ JL » The sum

,̂  Z. ^ does not vanidh iff ё;=е

Talcing all this into account,we obtain the ez^rssaion (23)»

Let us exaraine now aodular properties of these expressions.

Statsum (20) is clearly modular invariant» Let из consider the

behaviour of its : ' ooraponsnts in eq.(24)«

Making use of Poisaon transformations (зеб(В.2)),one obtains

With help of eq.(26) the r.h.s. of this formula may be converted

с

S e
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Relations (27),(28) imply,that transformations S should be

realized by unitary matrices. In the basis of X !("#(/("*(' func

tions &[ Q j (%ъ) its matrix elements are

£ * [ rw /г/l * xf
The matrix of T transformation, is diagonal in this basis:

Let us present one more relation:

In the soliton . eector, just as it was in the twisted one,

the relevent analytical functions of t" are not modular inva-

riant.
 =
(We do not speak about the weight factor (j-Ct) *• in

(29) and (31), which cancells analogous factor,coming from

transformation of function ̂ 4 ) (see (24)). The danger comes

from the phase factors, similar to those arising in the twis-

ted sector.) Modular invarianee will Ъе restored after inclu-

sion of all relevant degrees of freedom. However, there is a

sort of compactifieation - on self-dual (even) tori (i.e.

T J S Га! ).- when modular invariance is present and analytici-

ty is preserved without any new fields. ThiB is the subject

of the next section.
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6. Compactification on self-dual tori

For self-dual even lattices the formulae of the previous

section become much more simple. Self-dual even lattices

exist only in d=8k dimensions [9} For d=8 there is only

one such lattice: the root lattice of Eg algebra. For d=i6

there are two such lattices Г = EgX E
g
 and weight lattice |

of algebra SO,
2
(D.jg), generated by the roots of SO™ ^^

 a
 1

weight of a fundamental spinor representation. Both these I

lattices play important role in the construction of hetero- (

tic string [1]. ?or d=24 there are 24 lattices of interest. |

Their classification is due to Niemeier [8](see а1зо ref.[6j) Jj

Twenty three of them are root lattices, and the last one is •

Leech lattice [10]» For d=32 the quantity of self-dual even

lattices exceeds 80 billions and only some special examples

have been studied yet [i1}.

To begin with, let us consider the structure of measure

in the case of self-dual lattices. The central formula (23)

of the previous section looks now like

In order to distinguish the analytical and non-analytical

parts and to specify the contribution of chiral modes, we

use the following trick. Let us replace the sum of squared

moduli by the sum of squares (without moduli) and take the

square root; ]£l£d| -*• !E jt - » V •*^fi • In tlae с а з е o f e v e n

self-dual lattices the root can be taken.This follows from
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the important identity,

The proof of this formula is based on the fact,that modular

forms of the seme weight d stand in its both sides. Then the-

se should coincide,cinse the space of modular forms for genus

one has two generators, and the first two coefficients of ex-

pansion in q=e^ x of the two forms in (32) coincide.Of cour-

se, eq.(32) may be proved explicitly, moreover,it .' £ valid for

any genus [12]. The function Q[o](T) i s modular form of

weight d/2. It is this form,that eriзев,according to eq.(32),

after the square root is taken, and it gives the analytical

part of the statistical sum. After this operation the ...secure

becomes (see (20)):

-

This is a modular invariant expression.

In the case of root lattice this formula gives the character

of basic representation of the corresponding Kac-Moody algeb-

ra Г7]. For d=i6 гт(Т) coincides with the well known ex-

pression for the heterotic string measure, obtained in ref.[ij

by means of the operator method.

Let us present some other modular forms,different from (32),

which may also be constructed from theta-functions on self-du-

al even lattices. For this pvrpose the action of modular group
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generators on these functions should be known.We describe

this action in the general form - for arbitrary (even) lat-

tices - by generalyzing the formulae of the previous section:

[ с

In particular, for self-dual lattices and k=1,

( 3 7 )

The derivation of eqs.(34),(36) is based on Poisson transfor-

matxon; eqs,(35),(37) are immediate consequences of the defi-

nition of theta-functions.

Besides the already mentioned modular form &loj(t) of t?-s

weight d/2 there are

T
(weight d ) (38)

Theta-funetione ©LoJftJbf self-dual (and any other) lattices

nay be expressed through the elementary theta-functions,cor-
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responding to the lattice of integer numbers Ж. , which is

self-dual but not even. Let us remind the definitions [ 5]:

Under modular transformations ._»

Note,that modular form

of the weight 12 is related to the Dedekind function (11),

Introduce now the following modular forms У ^
к
 of the

weight 4k:



2"»

3
or

and, in. the general situation,

Por theta-functions of root lattices the coefficients be-

2

fore q coincide with the number of positiTe roots of mini-

mal length of the corresponding Lie algebras. Therefore,ex-

pressions (41) straightforwardly imply that

bet us consider now the theta-functions of Niemeier latti-

ces (d*24). First of all, we enumerate all these lattices.
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Twenty three of them (except the Leech lattice) ure const-

ructed from root lattices of the semisimple Lie

algebras. All these algebras satisfy the following two con-

ditions [б]:

1. Rani is 24;

2. Ccxeter numbersof semisimple subgroups coincide. '

These algebras end only these define the twenty three self-

-dual even lattices. They are listed in the Table. The lat-

tices themselves consist of the following combinations of I

simple roots f. and some special vectors g. [,13}: {

The vectors g ^ are uniquely specified for each algebra.

Their squared lenght for all the alrebras.beeides A^.is non-

-integer rational number (4%r, tyu/) — + 2 + 2/h (h being the

Coxeter number). Note,that abelian group G^^ operates

on the vectors g,/. The order of this group is given in the

second column of the Table.

For all these lattices the number of vectors of the squa-

red length 2 is equal to 24я. This allows one to easily de-

rive the expression for lattice theta-function in terms of

elementary theta-functiona. In the basis of generates

Tf
1 2
 (41) and Д (40)

Coxeter number is unity plus the sum of coordinates of

a maximal root,expanded over the simple roots. The

i s maximal,iff for any positive root^ <&+£ io not a root.
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Then Л = 24h - 1104.

For Leech lattice h=0 and

The smallest vectors in this lattice have squared length

equal to 4. The lattice doss not correspond to any finite

Lie group. 1л fact,it Is related to a simple sporadic finite

group ?* (the Honster) fi4]. The relation between, this

group and the function <&{_
 l a a s

 been considered in nume-

rous papers (see,for example, [_15j and the literature there- j

XTL
W
 }

The table ahow3,that the same theta-function may corres-

pond to different lattices (this property is not valid for

high enough genera). Of course,there are modular forms,

which are not related to theta-functions of self-dual even

lattices (there is infinite number of forms of some weight

and only finite number of lattices in the corresponding di-

mensions) . ?or example,

does not correspond to any self-dual even lattice,since the

weight of this form is 6. Its square,

the form of weight 12, does neither correspond to any lat-

tice.
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T a b l e

Res.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

15

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 .

23

24

.Alsebra

Г 2 4

*i6 E e

< E 8 ^

±24

( 3 3 1 2 ^

±17 E 7
D 1 0 № 7 > *

±15 *9_
( » 8 ) 5

( ± 1 2 ^

±11 D ? E 6

(Ад)* D6

(I>6)4

(A 8)*

_(1 7 )* (D5)

< ± 6 ^

(* 4 > 6

( А 2 ) ^

2

2

1

5

4

6

4

8

8

15

12

9

20

16

г?

* з?

49

72

64

125

256

729

4092

-

46

30

30

25

22

18

18

16

14

15

12

12

10

10

9

8

7

6

6

5

4

5

2

О

0

-384

-384

-504

-576

-672

-672

-720

-768

-792

-816

-816

-864

-864

-888

-912

-936

-960

-960

-984

-1008

-1032

-1056

-1104
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Appendix A. Calculation of functions f^ (16).

The starting formula is

«i et/z.

n n
To begin with, let us perform the follov/ing calculation, dis-

regarding all the divergences for a while:

со ** 2>

^
1

**=<

The values of regularized suras are: 2. {^ ) T

i
Now the definitions of j?f^,)(11> and of theta-function (13),

imply that (q=e
2 r t i r

 }

-П (A-Zzo&Jue, -не, ) = _ i ^

Note that the power of r==~ in the regularized product is

zero. Therefore (A.1) is equal to

J/JL

п

But this expression is not correct yet. Original function in

(A.1) is invariant under the shifts u->u+1 and U-JS»U+£ ,

but (A.2) does not possess this invariance.Indeed
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The violation appeared when we threw away the infinities in

the calculation of (A.2), If carefull regularization (e.g.,

Pauli-Villars) is done, we obtain the follov/ing double-peri-

odic expression:

et/z

V

which is exactly the squared module of analytical function

Appendix B. Transf oimation of the" aum 2 . £

Yfe need to prove the following ident i ty :

Шч.Т| j - г. (fi+fa) — g- (rjrh)
( B
*

1 )

For this purpose we use the Poisson transformation,popular

in theta-funaetiori theory (see,'for example, [93 ), Let

be the volume of elementary cell jlt^T i^R /

- the Fourier transform

of ^Cx) . Then

(B.2)
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Let из use the Poisaon transformation in the )(\
4
 variable

to derive: __

и

This ia the proof of eq.i.b.1).
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